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in comparison to Vietnam, Watts, and other troubles. Still, I’m sure that

wouldn’t read it until I became a judge, two decades later. It took a while

insurance companies to restrain their radio clients. By the time I no-
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ticed our local deejays calming down, I was too old to play their games.

STEPHANIE FEUER

for Justice Mosk’s scolding to work its way through the system and for

A middle-aged man screeching into a mall to pick up bread from a boss
jock? Ridiculous. Better to park in an assigned space and walk to a desk,
there to earn more money—even if modest government pay—than Rob-

D

-

fore

a huge milestone for the listeners of our American Popular Standards

ert Sentner could have ever won from The Real Don Steele.

school, half a century. I grew up in a special place—Los Angeles—just as
the world intruded and I felt the easy days become a gleam that bounced

D-Day was one of those “where were you?” moments for our listeners, a
collective experience of a momentous event. It went without saying that we’d

the era cut so deep. Pool parties on summer nights. The beach on warm

do something special on the air to commemorate it. The station’s program
director suggested we write a couple of historical tags and feature songs from

chose but I still think of Robert and Marsha’s record run on the 101, two

ebullient, the wind in their faces, shouting and waving and weaving and
shouting while KHJ played the hits.

artists on the USO tours – Bob Hope, Frank Sinatra, The Andrews Sisters.

ask listeners who were actually there to share their stories?” I suggested.
“How many people do you think will call in for that?" the program
director said in a tone that suggested I was chasing windmills.
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us to call back to record them. They wanted to tell their stories. Right away.

“And how will you know they’re real?” his sidekick added.
I wasn’t backing down. I said I’d manage the entire feature. I had, after
all, been on the air myself for several years doing weekends and swing

“This is already unmanageable,” the program director admonished me
at a drop-everything meeting he called, “and poorly planned.”

-

-

ing at a small station is that you had to do it all—writing and reading news,

alities. They all looked at me, all of them some 20 years older than me

voicing and editing commercial spots and promos, checking the antenna

(when that was an asset, not a detriment) and had been working in New

logs, and in my case, promotional duties like driving to live broadcasts all
over the state to show off the Porsche that the station was giving away.

that dropping the project immediately and getting back to my regular

Much to the envy of the rest of the staff, all male, I could both drive stick

work would be the best course of action.
“This matters to our listeners.” I pleaded. D-Day was a radio moment—

and had a clean driving record. There are some beautiful roads up there.
I had enough basic production skills to tape the interviews and edit
them down to usable clips, which we could pair with appropriate music and air as vignettes. We broadcast a promo, voiced by the program

and they were some of the best examples of restrained, competent, and

director, asking listeners to call in and let us know if they had a D-Day

concerned news reporting on record.

story they’d be willing to share.
-

the power of radio to touch individuals. I told them of listening to the radio as

room and reception desk, and the receptionist was ready to call the union because of the unprecedented volume of calls. I asked the mail clerk to handle

commercials we were to air because the phones were tied up. People missed

class. A janitor had a transistor radio and the crackly sounds soothed me from
my fear that this was some kind of attack, the undercurrent of cold war fear

talking to listeners who wouldn't get off the phone. No one wanted to wait for
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I might have told them how radio became an oracle of possibilities for

For several days, I spent most of my waking hours in the tiny production

teen me, listening to Allison Steele, the Nightbird on WNEW-FM. She’d

studio interviewing listeners, recording their voices, labeling tape. I didn’t

about facing the day. In the wee hours scribbling in my journal, nascent

minute slots to call and record listener stories. A dentist from Manhattan re-

creativity, the radio transported me. I wanted to grow up fast, and hoped

membered two classmates killed during the landing. He described it in a way

it might happen faster if I stayed up late.
I might have told them how radio contributed to my activist awak-

he told me his classmates had been buried side by side.

ening. While many of my friends spent their spare time with the TV—

Other listeners remembered being in school and gathering for special

Dark Shadows and afternoon soaps—I preferred politics. I was part of Al

assemblies. A woman from the Bronx described a spontaneous neighbor-

Lowenstein’s youth brigade, waiting at the train station to convince peo-

hood celebration when the invasion was over, and recalled the joyful noises of her neighbors banging on pots and pans. A Navy radioman read from

and later on, to do anything possible to dump Nixon. I’d listen to Steve
Post and Bob Fass on Radio Unnameable on WBAI, learning about pro-

one of his letters from the front.
Instead of being exhausted by the insane number of hours I put in to the

tests to attend. Sometimes I’d board the train and troll the city for music
their stories. It all felt important. The station president, my boss, didn’t see
It was like the tectonic plates of the world were shifting in the 60s

it that way. He called me in to say he saw a lot of time being spent, station
resources being used, without obvious return. It was poor judgement. The

the rock music we heard on the radio as our fuel. This remembrance of

project was out of scope. Plus, I had to be careful not to cross a line with our
union– although management could perform some production tasks, all my

a means to relive and share their powerful memories.

time editing was raising concerns. I felt like my job was on shaky ground.

It worked. Or they just wanted me to get off my soapbox. Grudgingly

I’d heard about a book that was coming out, an oral history of D-Day.

my boss said I could keep going with the D-Day project, but I had to “keep

The book validated what we were doing. The author’s impetus, the press

it under control.”

release said, was to preserve the oral history before it was too late. So many
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of our listeners were in their eighties, their generation was dying, chased

-

by the ga-doying ga-doying sound of the dialup lines of the very nascent

ican singer, told us that on D-Day, General Omar Bradley called her to

internet, a harbinger of another tectonic change. It felt urgent.

ask her to dedicate a song to the D-Day troops during her performance at

I asked the program director (PD) to interview the author, Gerald

The Persian Room. Author and columnist Pete Hamill described how he

Astor, for a vignette. Instead of agreeing, he said, “I need to understand

watched the lights of the New York skyline, which had been dark through-

why we are still committing all these resources. There’s plenty of mate-

out the war effort, magically turn on again that night. Performers Barbara
-

rial from the stories you’ve collected already.”
I knew we needed a sponsor or he was going to pull the plug. I thought of

es with our now-enthusiastic PD.

the listeners still on my list. I’d promised them I’d call back. They, too, had

My assistant contacted the Normandy Foundation, numerous Veter-

and told him about the vignettes and how the PD had put me off about the

-

interview and that I was in trouble with my boss. He said that if I loved the

tinued to ring long after we’d pulled the promo from the air. There were so

project that much, he could sell it – we could sell it - and told me to join his

many stories to tell.
We all gathered in the studio for the interview I’d arranged with Brit-

clients for drinks before he took them to dinner to talk about it.
We talked about those where-were-you moments of our own lives, a

ish journalist and author Russell Miller, who spoke to us from London (a

among the American, British, and German soldiers he’d interviewed for
his book oral history book of D-Day, Nothing Less than Victory.
The most memorable conversation for me was with a listener named
-

Jerome Richard, who’d served in the motion picture unit and had been

The PD opened his rolodex and my assistant started contacting enter-

having to focus on the detail of line after line of young boys being shot

gnettes were a legitimate program.
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-

in another project, although there were fun, important, and imaginative

I went way over my 10-minute time slot, and I didn’t care. I moved to

Times would tap me to work at the newspaper and another dream began.

lets. He was truly a witness to history.

the back studio so I didn’t disrupt the rest of the production and called
him to keep talking. Richard described how he felt his war experiences had
changed him. I still have it on cassette.
“After you’ve seen the bowels of the earth open before you and come
home to a land that was unblemished by war and blessed with the light
of liberty, you’ll always care. You’ll care for the dignity of life, and you’ll
always care about humankind. We must care if the race is to endure. We
have to care for those who are nearest and those who are far off.” His bravery and perspective touched me profoundly, as did his heartfelt patriotism.

appropriate song, from “A String of Pearls” by Glenn Miller, to Kay Kyser’s

D-Day was on a Saturday that year, we broadcast the vignettes throughout
the weekend. Each time one aired, listener calls lit up the phones. They
ing an extraordinary day, or to thank us for igniting their memories and
paying authentic tribute to the heroes of that day.
That tribute to D-Day, the start of the end of World War II, was the start
of the end of my radio career. I never found the same level of engagement
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